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Download Torrents Torrent is an open internet file sharing protocol which allows you to download files from peers over the
internet. Torrent is a vital protocol that can be utilized to download any type of media files from the internet such as HD
Movies, MP3 Songs and Games. The Torrent are divided into pieces that are small enough to fit on a single BitTorrent
peer. This means that a torrent can be split into smaller parts that will go to different peers which means that a user's data
transfer can be spread over a wider range. This has been proved to be much more effective for the data transfer as it will
utilize multiple computer's hard disk space. The speed or download quality isn't as important as the need for a reliable and
consistent source for the download. RTMP (Real time media protocol) is a streaming protocol used to deliver streaming
media. RTMP is very similar to another streaming protocol called HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) which we have already
covered in the Quicktime Streaming tutorial. In this tutorial, we will be creating RTMP stream with both the Easy CD-DA
Extractor and with the open source code called FFMpeg. Now before we start, please ensure that you have visited our
RTMP tutorials section in this website before moving on. RTMP stream is a common protocol used to deliver streaming
media such as web content, live content, and digital TV broadcasts. Let's start. Open up the explorer or any other
application. Press "Windows" key + R and type 'cmd' in the box. Then press Enter. Press 'Start' and open up a Command
Prompt window (CP). Now copy-paste the following lines in the command prompt. Execute the entire batch file. Now open
up another window and run the command prompt again. Now press 'Ctrl + C' button to copy the contents of the command
prompt to the clipboard. Now open up the notepad and paste the copied code. Now save the file as "sm_rtmp.bat". You will
have to replace the path in the following lines. Note: Ensure that you use double backslashes ('') instead of the single
backslash ('') in the path. Now change the '.cue' file extension to '.txt' and paste the code we have just made (you will have
to type the entire code manually as notepad will not let you copy paste
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